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Editorial

Mike Chamberlain (Paper Moon)

When I wrote to you in December I
never dreamed that we would be in this
situation. Our biggest boating
preoccupation was when Millmead lock
would reopen!
In February we set off for a California
cruise. Our experiences are described
later. On our return we were not sure if
the UK was reacting fast enough in
controlling the spread of the virus. We
were afraid that it would not be long
before someone we knew would
contract Covid19. Sadly our worst fears
were realised when we heard of our
friend Ian’s passing. The next few pages
and the red/blue sidebar are a tribute to
Ian.
We have our regular features in Memory
Lane and thanks to Robert and all those
who put pen to paper (or fingers to
keyboard) to come up with interesting
items. In ‘Stern view’ Tina has given
some dates for our programme. She will
continue to send out Briefings about
joining 2020 events, Government and
River Authority alerts, any continuing
restrictions to boating and use of the
clubhouse and our planned response.
Stay Safe Boating!

Dear Members of BBC,
Robert, Helen and I would like to
thank you all for your cards and
messages of condolence received. A
special thanks goes to those who
came to say their farewell to Ian at
the Club, and for all (you know who
you are) who organised the flags,
bunting, the NT boat and car
parking, The clipboard served you
well! We know that there were
those who could not make it due to
the present circumstances, but
thank you nevertheless for your kind
thoughts. Ian would have been both
surprised and chuffed to know that
all of you cared.
Lastly, a final thank you for raising a
toast to Ian on 6th May and sending
us your photos.

Very best wishes to you all,
Betty

Mike Chamberlain
Next copy date t.b.a. Contributions to bbc.btw@gmail.com

Cover: The 2017 Boveney cruise. On the right is Ian Smith our former
Commodore who tragically passed away on April 12th 2020
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Ian Smith

It is with great sadness that we record
the death of Ian Smith, who died from
Coronavirus on April 12th 2020 at the
age of 73.
Ian first joined the club in 1999 as the
proud owner of Wey to go, which he
used regularly with his son Robert. As
the size of his boats grew, first with
Miffy and then Yum Sing so did his
involvement with the club, serving as a
committee member before becoming
Vice Commodore and subsequently
Commodore. He returned to serve
again more recently, leading the team
at a time of need. He brought so much
fun laughter and enthusiasm to every
occasion he attended.
He will be greatly missed by his family,
close friends and the whole boating
community. (R Wardlaw)
(Opposite: Tributes on land and water)

Photo: R Smith

Photo: J Osborne

Photo: V Wardlaw
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A tribute: Terry and Chris Simmons
We were both so sad to hear that
lovely Ian, our friend and cruising
partner, had left us.
I had the pleasure of sitting on the
committee with him for several years.
He was always a steadying influence
when things got a bit challenging
around the table at the meetings.
Chris and I also had many social days
and evenings with Betty and Ian.
Some of the most memorable - Lunch
with the captain on HMS Warrior,
Ceremony of the Keys at The tower of
London, Lunch at the Watermans
Arms London, were all arranged
through The Royal Saint George’s
Society which I know Ian held very
dear to his heart.
Boating with Ian was always a
pleasure, once you had convinced him
to slow down a bit! We cruised with
him and Betty, them on Yum Sing and
us on Barley Twist, all the way to
Ripon a couple of years ago, taking in
Standedge Tunnel on the way which
was very exciting. Ian was always up
for a challenge when it came to tidal
waters, and over the years we
travelled the tidal Thames, The Bristol
channel, The Ouse through York, The
Trent to Nottingham, and the very
challenging River Severn which was
very close to going into flood. While
we were out cruising we would stop
at interesting places on the way and
walk (not always on WTP - which is a
well trodden path!) to towns and
© Byfleet Boat Club

villages. I remember Holmfirth (last of
the summer wine) where we took a
tour on a very small local bus tour and
visited all the important local places
where they filmed, Ian loved that day.
We also used to call in at local bakers
for the local cakes or pies, Ian was
however always on the lookout for
the best lardy cake to be found as it
was his favourite. He was also always
up for a playground visit and a ride on
a zip wire or slide .
This is a very short recollection of our
memories of Ian and our very
enjoyable social times spent with him
and his lovely wife Betty.
He will be sadly missed on the cut, but
always fondly remembered.
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Ian Smith
From The Commodore:
Messages came from so many
members of Byfleet Boat Club on
hearing the sad news about Ian.
Everyone had memories of being
welcomed by Ian & Betty and said how
respected Ian was – a gentlemen and
great fun to be with at club events.
Byfleet Boat Club would not be the club
it is now, without the immense
contribution made by Ian over the
years. Whether as Commodore or
Member, Ian always gave much more
to the club than the role indicated.
Right up until Ian became seriously ill,
Ian was managing the club’s IT, as he
had for many years.
Thank you, Ian & Betty, for everything
you have done over the years to build
up Byfleet Boat Club. Ian’s wise counsel
on so many ideas and decisions
continue to benefit the club.
Rodney and Valerie looked after Ian’s
family before and during 6th May.
Nigel & Jo put up bunting and lowered
the flag at the club. Over 40 of us (in
Ian’s red and blue) lined Old Parvis
Wharf - club members and National
Trust friends on the bridge and midstream - to honour Ian’s last journey
from Byfleet Boat Club.
Farewell Ian - always remembered and
sadly missed. We send our heartfelt
condolences from all of us at the club
to Betty, Helen & Robert.
Tina Osborne
© Byfleet Boat Club

Done outings with Ian
On many a fine day
all members of the boat club
on the lovely River Wey .
He came from the old school
where front creases were norm ,

But to do it on blue jeans
went down quite a storm !
One of his “ odd jobs “
that “ Bet “ made him do
was to wash outside windowsills
when any sisters were due !
His outings with “ Rodders”
were not what you’d think ,
They belonged to a ‘Gardening Club ‘
which meant “ Meal and a drink “ !
One evening ‘do’ on boat Yum Sing
when Ian and Betty played host ,
The revaluation to me that day
Was that Ian and I both love COLD
TOAST !!

A true gracious, gentleman ,
One of the Good ,
Known affectionately to family

at Christmas

as PUD x

Valerie Wardlaw
www.byfleetboatclub.com
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Our Covid story Mike Chamberlain (Paper Moon)
When we set off for California in
February , Covid 19 was just
something that was going on in China.
However on the 5th March we were
told our cruise was being cut short
and we were heading back to San
Francisco 2 days early because a
passenger who travelled on the
previous voyage had been taken ill. A
flurry of helicopter activity delivering
test kits to the sick bay was only the
start of the drama that unfolded over
the next week. Confined to our cabin
for the next 5 days we frantically
emailed our Member of Parliament,
got relatives to cancel hospital
appointments and phone the Foreign
Office and watched helplessly as
Donald Trump held news conferences
saying he would rather we stayed at
sea than add to the number of cases
on US soil. We were well treated on
board with meals brought to our
cabin, thankfully with a balcony,
entertainment on tv and unlimited
internet. Finally arriving in San

Francisco we bypassed the city, mooring
at the commercial port of Oakland
where a forest of tents had been
erected to process disembarkation. It
took 3 days to get everyone off the ship,
many to isolation in Military camps in
the USA which were not pleasant.
Thankfully we were evacuated by cargo
plane along with 140 other Brits,
arriving home by taxi from Birmingham
11th March with instructions from PHE
to self isolate for 14 days after which we
were tested for the virus; not
surprisingly it was negative! Since then

Scary! attendants with full PPE

Our ship’s track after 2 days of
waiting to enter California
© Byfleet Boat Club

we have joined many others ‘shielding’
until mid June when we hope to see
Paper Moon again.
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Navigation Update

(Robert Miles)
like a crisis to bring people together,
and I couldn’t have been surrounded
and supported by a better team of
colleagues, all of whom have been
so welcoming and generous with
their many years of expertise.
That knowledge was needed, as the
weir issue was a tricky one. The
ownership debate is a good
example, as that particular structure
was put in when the cut was made
to create a flow for the various mills
in the centre of Guildford. The only
remaining one is now the studio for
the Yvonne Arnaud Theatre, but
there were many more around that
site for centuries, and the water
feed for them predated the
establishment of both the Wey and
Godalming Navigations. Trying to
prove who owns a structure around
400 years old is a challenge and is
still ongoing.
The next test was how to create a
secure temporary repair, as the

Having not had the opportunity to meet
with many clubs along the river, I want
to introduce myself to Byfleet Boat
Club, and start what I hope will be a
warm and mutually beneficial
relationship with an apology. I arrived
in my post at the beginning of the year,
and it has only taken me three months
to completely close the Wey and
Godalming Navigations. Not a
particularly good record
seeing as my predecessor
John Gibson was at the
helm for twenty-one
years.
I feel like everything has
been thrown at me,
inheriting the problematic
breach in the centre of
Guildford, followed by
storms, flooding and now
this horrible virus. But as
we all know, there is nothing
River Works on April 28th (B Esdon)
© Byfleet Boat Club
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Navigation Update

(Robert Miles)

Robert Miles (picture: NT)

An Aerial view of the works at Millmead (NT)
riverbed is chalk and a lot of damage
has been done by the breach and
subsequent floods. The engineering
challenge was already very tricky and
exacerbated by not knowing what we
would find under the remaining pier
holding the sluice gates. The answer we
found was a big hole, and due to the
ingress of water, the planned concrete
filling was abandoned, and an
unfortunate delay was experienced.
Auspiciously, our own National Trust
navigation experts working with
Guildford Borough Council were able to
find a solution and get things back on
track. So if my induction was sink or

© Byfleet Boat Club

swim, I’m not drowning yet, but
maybe just treading water. Let’s look
to the future!
Well the storms and floods have
subsided, and the sun is shining. The
weir repairs are on target to be
completed mid-June, making the full
navigation available to all again.
Meanwhile we have all been locked
down at home. But I’m proud to
announce that we will shortly be
opening to powered boats again,
sooner than any other waterway I am
aware of. We are able to do this
because of the amazing work of our
Lengthsmen team managed by Mark
Walker and the excellent
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Navigation Update

(Robert Miles)
LOCKDOWN (Valerie Wardlaw)
I’m not actually a person
That goes out much
So, confined in my home
No great hardship as such
The most effect it had on me
Was not little visits from family
Popping by for just a short stay
Was a thing of the past, now-No Way!

View from the Car Park (NT )
maintenance team run by Steve
Stewart. The outstanding ongoing care
for the Wey during lockdown has
meant we are fully ready to open
straight away – with a few restrictions
we ask you to follow, which we will lift
over time as it becomes safe.
I look forward to welcoming you back
onto our beautiful and historic river, as
we could all do with some respite from
the grim threat of the last few months.
And I also look forward to meeting you
in person and raising a glass of
something cold to the future of the
wonderful glinting Wey, a blue and
green corridor of nature that brings us
all together. Stay safe and well.

Getting supplies was a worry for me
Fridge always full, now spaces to see
Food parcels sent for, in great array
Fruit, veggies, pasta , arrived next day
The washing and ironing all up to
date
Dusting and cleaning, always a hate
Spare room is sorted, junk piled high
Let’s hope the opening of the Dump is
nigh!
ONE THING just occurred to me,
This blinking virus gave me OCD!

RODNEY GET OUT OF THAT
CHAIR I WANT TO CLEAN!

Robert Miles
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Technical tales (Tony Brooks)
As there were no immediate boat
problems to solve in this edition,
Tony Brooks has provided some
amusing anecdotes from his time as
a hire fleet engineer.
Shocking moment!
Our day boats had 9hp outboards
and the newer ones had an
electronic capacitor discharge
ignition system that produced a far
stronger spark. I knew from the
motor trade that not only did these
give you a nasty shock but the
danger was that the involuntary
movement caused by the shock
made people damage themselves
against hard objects. Naturally I
briefed the engineers and
apprentices about this and got some
insulating tongs to pull plug leads off
running engines.
Needless to say the inevitable
happened. An apprentice was
crouching on the back of the boat
leaning over the engine while trying
to find why the engine was misfiring
when he decided to pull a plug lead
off with his bare hand. The result
was amazing, his legs straightened
much like a frog and he did a
spectacular dive and half somersault
off the back of the boat into the
river! He was very wary of the
outboards after that!

© Byfleet Boat Club

Pooh bare!
When the Caribbean forward control
cruisers came to the Thames we were
still using Elsan toilets, basically a
‘bucket & chuckit’ in a posh plastic free
standing housing. Now most of you
probably know just how fast the stern
comes round when tuning under power
because we tend to steer from the stern
but with forward control you get little
idea. So a boat returning from hire
came down river and the customer
decided to turn in a narrow section by
our base while a crew member was
availing himself of the toilet facilities.
The skipper misjudged the turn and
drove the stern hard against the quay
with inevitable results. The stern
stopped and the toilet did not. A loud
scream ensued and when we got on
board there was the upturned Elsan and
a chap with trousers around his legs
sitting in the Elsan contents!
Oops!
Early in the season we got a lot of school
parties and one very regular one was a
school’s Combined Cadet Force whose
leader seemed to be RN. Our base was
maybe 300 yards above Maidenhead
bridge and all boats returning
downstream were instructed either take
on a pilot to make the turn or to go
through the bridge to below the
sounding arch and turn in the full width
river. If they took a pilot we would often
put the bow into the slack water at the
tail of the island opposite and allow the
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Technical tales

(cont’d)

current to push the stern round.
The party leader had witnessed us
doing this several times and on one
occasion when there was a fair bit
of flow decided to do it himself.
Needless to say he cocked it up and
got the boat pinned across the two
navigation arch dolphins. Take
heed, never try a turn above a
bridge when there is any flow
because if you mess up the current
will push you onto the bridge and
you will be pinned there. The only
way is for another boat to pull or
push the bow upstream. As soon as
he saw what happened the boss
took a twin engine cruiser to do the
deed and when he got there the
conversation went like this: Leader
“oh dear this has dented my pride”.
Boss “What about my so and so
boat”.
Cabin capers
In Edwardian times Maidenhead
had something of a reputation what
with Skindles, the Guards Club,
Riviera Hotel and the coequally
known ‘Tarts Row’. Understandable
I suppose, who would want a mucky
weekend in Slough! Some of our
customers kept that tradition well
and truly alive. It was not unusual
for parties to draw lots to see who
had which cabin but we had a two
boat booking for junior doctors and
nurses from a London hospital. We
thought nothing of it when they
inspected the boats and drew lots,
© Byfleet Boat Club

it was the second round of lots to decide
who slept with who that raised eyebrows!
The cleaners had a laugh with the
garments they found abandoned on the
boats afterwards.
Caught out
Opposite the yard are a series of islands
with a secluded backwater behind. Some
gaps between the islands are navigable
and some not. We had a call from a
moorer saying they were going out in
their boat that afternoon so we put the
boat on the wharf. Now this boat was an
18 ft outboard powered GRP day/
weekend boat and like many at that time
was so lightly built you could see strong
sunlight reflecting off the ripples right
though the hull. The man, woman and
bottle of wine duly arrived, boarded and
chummy set off at rather too high a speed
heading straight for a gap in the islands.
Unfortunately it was not a navigable gap
and even more unfortunately the
outboard reverse anti-kick up lock had
jammed on. The boat went through the
gap but the outboard did not, it tore the
transom out of the boat. We immediately
sent a boat over to rescue them and tow
the cruiser back to our slipway. As the
rather damp couple left the lady said to
the boss “How am I going to explain this
to my husband”. Hard to resist a rousing
chorus of ‘we know what you're doing’ or
rather what you were going to do! The
repaired boat left the mooring shortly
afterwards. I used to wonder if it was her
embarrassment or the result of a divorce!
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Club News

New Year at the Club

Winter ‘Burns’ Barbeque with Mike
Peach and the Anchor Men
(pictures: Ed)

Boat Club Skittles Challenge
On Saturday 1st February Byfleet Boat
Club hosted the annual boat club
skittles evening. This year there were
players from Weybridge Mariners Club,
Thames Scout Cruising Club, Kingston
Small Boat club and Byfleet Boat Club.
The holders of the trophy were
Kingston Small Boat Club.
There were 62 players in attendance
with a few non-playing members

On 25th Feb a few regular members
were joined by many Mike Peach
‘groupies’ and new members from
Wey Mariners. We enjoyed an
abundance of folk talent including a
fine ukulele ensemble. (see below)

totaling 80
people in the
Byfleet Boat Clubhouse, which resulted
in a fantastic atmosphere. We didn’t
know we could get that many people in!
It was clear as people entered the club
that they had come with the intention
of enjoying themselves. Thank you to
everyone for that.
The rules were simple, each player had
two turns, which consisted of bowling 3
balls down the skittle alley, which was
set up in the blue room. Their score was
the number of skittles they knocked
down with their 3 balls and the teams
(photos: C Clarke)

The Annual Photo Competition
pictures were on display and the
winner was Neville Dimon.

© Byfleet Boat Club
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Club News cont’d

score was the average of all their
players. The use of the average
allowed each of the teams to field as
many or as few players as they had.
For those in the know about skittles at
Byfleet, the balls are wooden and
some have evolved to have interesting
shapes which added to the
proceedings. I can honestly say that
we had absolutely no quibbling about
the rules or the way anyone bowled. A
credit to everyone and made the
game enjoyable for all players, who
ranged from teenage to …, some
skilled and some otherwise!
A mammoth and delicious buffet was
served which included sandwiches,
sausages, sausage rolls, cheese and
onion rolls, Indian finger food
selection, crisps, brie bites (a serious
favourite!), and finished off with jam
tarts and chocolate rolls! Tea and
coffee were also available.
In terms of results Byfleet Boat Club
won with an average score of 6.75 per
person and are now proud holders of
© Byfleet Boat Club

the inter-club skittles trophy,
received on behalf of the club by
Steve Kennedy, captain for the night.
Mick Wilson was joint top scorer
with 24 points.
It was a great evening, made so by
the positive attitude and good
sportsmanship of 80 people. For
those able to attend I would like to
say thank you and well done and for
those not able to, maybe one for
your diary next year when we will
need to defend of trophy.
I would like to finish with thanks to
all those who attended, and
especially to those who helped in the
kitchen, handing out food and
manning the tea and coffee.
(Brian Clarke)
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Club News
Welcome new members:
Mark Ryland and Jane Amobi
(Tudor Rose)

Zooming good 3rd Friday Quiz!
With everyone confined to barracks,
we tried a third Friday quiz using
Zoom on 17th April. The questions
covered subjects such as the Wey &
Godalming Navigation, what year did
it happen and some songs from the
musicals. Scoring was purely for fun!
We all discovered that Zoom is easy
to set up and use and the evening
was filled with laughter and in some
cases hidden talents were discovered.
The use of Zoom has also been used
for a committee meeting, proved to
be easy to use and provides an
opportunity to see people and catch
up on their lockdown adventures.
Hopefully we will be seeing more 3rd
Friday events, such as the planned
talks being transferred to Zoom
meetings.
(B Clarke)

© Byfleet Boat Club

Zoom Quiz in progress!
(Photo B Clarke)
Note from Ed:
Tina claimed to be the quiz winner,
but admitted later that she added up
her score incorrectly so Phil was
declared the champion!
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Quiz Time
WHERE AM I?

Where are these barges moored? (Thanks to Kathryn Dodington for the
picture)
7. What is the longest aqueduct in the
UK?

1. Disreputable weir on the Wey?
2. What is the deepest canal lock in
the UK?
3. Name the disused canal that linked
the rivers Thames and Medway?

8. These canals meet where ?
Worcester and Birmingham Canal and
Birmingham Canal Navigations Main
Line
9. Where does the river Thames end?

4. Bats are in this closed canal
tunnel?

10 This canal is also a race course?
5. Which river does Iron Bridge span?
6. What is the name of the traditional
boats used on the Norfolk Broads?
© Byfleet Boat Club

Thanks to Cathy Wooden (Miffy)
Answers in next Edition
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IT at the BBC

Phil Hardyman (Winter lily)

It is a long time since the computer
system was implemented at the
boat club and over time multiple
sets of data evolved which had to be
entered and updated in several
places, often leading to
discrepancies. As part of our efforts
to reduce running expenses we have
brought our website support in
house and rewritten the
membership database to be more
useful, consistent and compliant
with GDPR requirements. This
together with changing our phone
and broadband suppliers will result
in savings in the order of £1000 a
year. This all helps to keep the club
viable in these uncertain times with
the loss of boat hire income .
The new system will allow you to
control your own information on
line, so if you move house, change
phone number or don’t like the way
we address your letters it’s no
longer necessary to
tell me (few did
anyway!). You can
be responsible for
those changes
yourself, or we can
still do it for you if
you don’t have
computer access.
There is now the
ability to store two
mobile phone
numbers and two email addresses
© Byfleet Boat Club

per membership. Both of them will be
used for sending occasional texts and
bulk emails.
The data is held on a GDPR compliant
data centre and everything is securely
stored and transmitted, so consequently
you must have a user ID and password
to access this protected area.
Signing in:
Everyone has been set up with their
surname as user ID and mobile phone
number as password. The password
must be changed once you have
accessed the system but if you forget
your password there is an option at sign
on to restore access by sending a link to
your primary email address. The user ID
is also changeable if you don’t like using
your surname.
(Note if you share the same surname as
another member then your initial log in
ID will be Surname_Firstname)
The other new feature is a list of events

Events registration page
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IT cont’d
Here are a few entries from the
2019
Photo
comp:
N.Dimon,
J Wade,
M Cambridge

The new website home page
with the ability to add your name to a
signup sheet, for events that need one,
without having to travel to the club
noticeboard. Just click on the plus sign
on the start of the event row to start.

Again if you don’t have a computer or
smartphone one of the committee
members can do it for you.
Hopefully the displays are pretty self
explanatory and easy to use. Most
importantly, the system can be
accessed from the club’s public
website (byfleetboatclub.com) under
the Members page or directly at
members.byfleetboatclub.com
This is still very much a work in
progress being tailored to the club’s
requirements so if you have any
problems, comments or suggestions
for improvement please contact
Phil Hardyman (phil@hardyman.net)

© Byfleet Boat Club
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Memory Lane

Michael Hall

Part 4

In 1984 Dad took the leap and sold
Rheinmaiden, our family boat, and
with limited income he set about
finding plans and a fabricator to
A trip down memory lane by Michael
build his own narrowboat. Dad could
Hall, a BBC member from 1971-1992
not afford to go to the main stream
now boating on the Rideau system in
Narrowboat builders so he did
everything from scratch.
Ontario Canada.
In the background in the photo of
Part 4: our first narrowboat
Lizzy you can see a rusty shell! That
was the narrow boat my
parents had built from plan
by a steel fabricator in
North London in a steel
shed on a pig breeding
farm! Dad went for the
empty shell approach and
commissioned the
fabricator to build a 36’
cruiser style narrowboat.
We spent every weekend
of the winter of 84-85
travelling up to Nazing in
Essex from our home in
Lizzy Drippin arriving at the boat club around
Epsom Surrey to see the shell
take shape. The fabricator had
1984 (Note the shell in the background)
a bit of a problem with not
I had Lizzy Drippin for 8 years after
doing anything or doing it wrong, so
which my UK boating life came to an
mop haired me took it upon myself
end but I shall get to that later.
to start taking Saturday morning
In those years I have a book full of
measurements of all that had been
memories and stories to tell, much of
done or not been done the week
which carved, I feel, my free spirit
before, leaving notes behind as to
character today; my parents let me
what was not right and needed to be
completely loose, building trust over
replaced! I do not think I was
the years. I was a free agent and the
popular! (you think?!)
river became my solace through some
troubled times.

An English Boating Life - Across
the Pond to the Big Rideau

© Byfleet Boat Club
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Memory Lane

Michael Hall Part 4
continued

Michael with tape measure
Spring of 1985 the boat was loaded onto
a lorry and driven round London to
Hampton Court Docks and offloaded
onto the Thames, where Chas Shaw was
waiting and towed the steel hulk up the
Thames to the boat club! The engine
fitted but not running. The engine again
was another story!
It came off a farm near Dover, a 2
cylinder pre-war Petter diesel engine!
My Dad had spent ages researching
engines, But for us it was an
underpowered lump that to begin with
had to be started with a crank handle by
flicking over the decompression lever,
giving it a good handful of 14-year-old
muscle (my Dad had a heart condition)
and once momentum was built flicking
the lever back, and if lucky you did not
get whacked in the face by the rebound
from the compression kicking in and it
© Byfleet Boat Club

Delivery! Note not all window
holes yet cut.
would start. But the engine had the
most beautiful sound and really
gave the boat character and never
went wrong!
Fitting out began in earnest, every
weekend and every holiday was
spent, working on every single part
needed to make a boat had to be
installed. The first of course was
ballast to get the water level right.
This is done by filling the bow water
tank by 50% and the fuel tank in the
rear by 50% then adding broken
paving slabs in between the steel
joists inside the boat. My Dad hired
some of his College students to lay
the “crazy paving” in the boat.
After this windows went in once
more holes were cut after Dad had
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Memory Lane

Michael Hall

Michael on Newark Mill with Tristan
moored behind
worked out where he wanted them,
followed by framing, this was done by
drilling holes in the welded on angled
iron in the boat, fastening wooden
batons and then fabricating from there.
Tongue and groove pine was chosen for
the roof and marine ply for the sides
which was then painted.
In traditional style a coal burning stove
was fitted! Well you can’t have a
Narrow Boat without a smoke stack!
My Dad then painted the exterior in
traditional style and named her Newark
Mill. My parents had connections to the
Mill and named the boat after the Mill
that burnt down suddenly one night.

Part 4

In the 80’s crazy paved driveways
were the rage!
showing her age and I had got into
classic car restoration so needed the
money for my new hobby. In 1992 I
stopped boating and left the club. It
was not until I came to Canada in
2007 that I got back into boating.
(Ed: more in the next issue!)

Sadly quite shortly after my parents
decided to sell the boat! A tragedy took
place at the club which my Mother
witnessed and so she felt unable to go
there any more.
I carried on, getting older and more
adventurous, but Lizzy Drippin was
© Byfleet Boat Club

Smokes up! Sign writing done by
hand by Peter Dew (String Bag)
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More memories

This picture of Parvis Bridge and Boathouse shared on Facebook by Christine
Pantling (with permission from Tim Notley) is thought to have been taken in the
1930s. Curiously the ramp
up to the road appears not
to be as steep as it is today
and the concrete apron is
much higher than the
towpath. The background
to Michael Hall’s picture
below shows that there
were steps, not a ramp, in
the 1980’s. (Ed)

Interior of Newark Mill 1986 (M Hall)
© Byfleet Boat Club
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Stern View Tina Osborne (Tristan III)
Our world has changed considerably
since writing in our winter magazine
about all the events planned for our
2020 boating season.
In January, members enjoyed listening
to the Anchor Men at our Winter
‘Burns’ Barbecue, organised by Terry
Simmons, and we practised for the
Interclub Skittles Match in February.
The Skittles match, with 4 clubs
participating, organised by Brian &
Claire Clarke, assisted by Steve
Kennedy, was a great success with a
delicious buffet and best of all, Byfleet
Boat Club won the match.
We had a very interesting talk on
Steamboats from Mark Rudall and a
film night put on by Neville Dimon with
popcorn and all the trimmings. What
turned out to be the last event on our
2020 Programme, the excellent 12v
electrics course with Graham Mills, was
held with appropriate social distancing.
Then we had to cancel the follow-up
course and our Spring Working Party,
as Government advice tightened up,
and lockdown was announced on 23rd
March.
Sadly we had to cancel the Fun Day at
the club on Saturday 9th May planned
to celebrate VE75 with stalls, costumes,
cakes and music from Brian Minchin
and Steve Martindale. I look forward to
a super celebration when we are next
allowed to bring boats to the club and
enjoy each other’s company at the
clubhouse again.
© Byfleet Boat Club

Briefing 1 on 17th March to all members
advised we had to postpone the AGM
and boat hire plus new dates were
arranged for cruises. The Basingstoke
cruise is now booked for 2nd April 2021
and the Boveney Cruise for the same
bank holiday in 2021. Government
advice meant we had to close the
clubhouse and compound. We advised
insurers, started enhanced cleaning,
and let members know our changed
plans in Briefings - in response to each
changing announcement by
Government and River Authorities,
including NT.
We sent round the approved Financial
Statements for the club for 2019 to all
members on 26th March, with the slides
we had prepared - instead of presenting
them at the AGM - and the current
Committee is continuing to serve until
we can hold the AGM that had to be
postponed from 5th April.
Knowing that boat hire income would
be greatly affected by lockdown, your
Committee continued to look for ways
to save costs (eg a more flexible and
cheaper supplier for refuse collections)
and developing new ways of working
remotely and effectively as a Committee
- without going to the club.
When Ian Smith became seriously ill in
March, we had to bring forward rapidly
our plans to take our computer system
to the next stage of development - to
enable remote working, member
access, and meeting increasing GDPR
requirements, that Ian had kindly been
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Stern View Tina Osborne (Tristan III)
managing for BBC. Our tributes to Ian,
who sadly died on 12th April, touch on
the huge contribution Ian, with his wife
Betty, have made to building up Byfleet
Boat Club over the years, welcoming
members and bringing laughter to all
our events together. Ian will be very
much missed at BBC and our thoughts
are with Betty and the family, who really
appreciated the club’s support on 6th
May.
Phil Hardyman has worked throughout
lockdown to develop a GDPR compliant
new data centre, which includes
Members only access through our new
website. We look forward to your
feedback as we continue to develop the
system.
Committee Meetings and 3rd Fridays
continue monthly via Zoom and Brian
Clarke is offering any help needed with
Zoom on the club mobile 07599 200508.
I encourage all of you to join in on Zoom
as an opportunity for members to keep
in touch on 3rd Fridays and at events
‘virtually’ - for as long as needed in 2020
and beyond. And, it’s great fun – all you
need is a mobile, tablet or PC that has
internet access.
On 17th April, our first BBC Quiz night on
Zoom was interesting and most
enjoyable. Questions were sent by post
to those without internet access, so
everyone can join in. We had fun at the
Dial’n Chat 3rd Friday evening on 15th
May and got to know our new members,
Mark Ryland and Jane Amobi – welcome
to BBC!
© Byfleet Boat Club

Our next 3rd Friday at 1900 is on
Swingbridge and John Webster will be
sharing his experience, with friends,
on 19th June - followed by time for
members to chat and catch up with
each other – all on Zoom.
Briefing 6 on 15th May advised that
boating, with restrictions, was now
possible on the River Wey, and
contained guidance on how use of
club facilities needed to change, to
operate within Government and
National Trust guidelines. Steve
Kennedy worked hard at the club,
with help from Steve Martindale,
Brian Clarke and TLC giving out keys,
on 15th May to enable full use of
canoes, and the tender to reach
moorings, from 16th May - even
though the clubhouse has to remain
closed.
Briefing 7 advises that boating, with
restrictions, on the Thames will begin
by 1st June latest, so Thames Lock will
be open, and Boat Safety Certificates
are now required.
Our main aim as a Committee has
been to keep the club going whatever
challenges we are presented with by
Covid19 and its effects on all of us.
Byfleet Boat Club is about our
members and our joint love of boating
together. I look forward to seeing you
soon, be it on Zoom, on the towpath,
or in our boats, as we continue to
enjoy Friendship, Fun and Boating at
our club.
Commodore
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